Class Description

Welcome to 6th Grade Math. This class is designed to cover Unit 1 to 8 from Illustrative Mathematics Grade 6. Daily class time will consist of daily instruction, activities from Open Up curriculum, Practice Problems, Cool Down quizzes, and supplemental activities to support students’ learning.

Curriculum

We are using the Illustrative Mathematics Curriculum which is based on Open Up Resources. These materials are open source, meaning accessible online and require no registration or signing-in. Online textbook, tutorial, and resources can be accessed via Open-Up Resources Website: [https://access.openupresources.org/curricula/our6-8math](https://access.openupresources.org/curricula/our6-8math)

Grading:

➢ Summative Assessments: 60%
➢ Formative Assessments: 20%
➢ Engagement: 20%

**Summative Assessments - Mid-Unit Test & End-Unit Test - 60%**

Students who score below proficient have the opportunity to retake each test one time to earn up to proficient level.

**Assessment Retake**

Students who score **below 3** on their assessment may select to retake to get their grade up to 3. The retake must be done no later than 2 weeks after receiving graded assessment from Mrs. Khim. In order to retake a test, students must do the following:

➔ All assignments/daily practices for that unit must be completed and turned in.
➔ Make corrections on the question(s) that students missed and submit to Mrs. Khim via email or Canvas.
➔ Mrs. Khim will review test corrections and schedule the test retake.

***Please keep in mind that retake grade cannot exceed a score of 3.***

**Formative Assessments - 20%**

Formative assessments consist of Cool Down Quizzes and other quizzes.

**Engagement - 20%**

Engagement includes daily assignments, practice problems, student’s reflections, and discussions.
Class Expectations

It is expected that students will be engaged in the process of thinking and learning math at all times. Multiple opportunities will exist, and each student is expected to contribute on a daily basis.

1. **Attend Daily Class Meeting:** Log in to Canvas during your class period to access each day’s agenda.

2. **Independent Work:** Complete and turn in all independent works. Be sure to reach out to Mrs. Khim if you have any questions.

3. **Be Respectful:** This year is a unique school year. Please be patient and be respectful to your classmates and Mrs. Khim. We’re in this together. We’re learning and navigating this journey together!

Remind/Daily Notification

If you would like to receive daily notification on daily assignments and/or important dates, you can sign up for “Remind” notification either by downloading “Remind” app on your device or to go [https://www.remind.com/join/khimmath6](https://www.remind.com/join/khimmath6) and enter the class code: **KhimMath6**

Extra Help

Please reach out to me whenever you need help. During remote learning, the best way to contact me is via email. Communication is very important to me. Please reach out. I am happy to answer any questions you may have.